
 
 

  

 
 

Bioeconomy Award 2023 Notification 
 
This year, the “Bioeconomy Award”, sponsored by Marion Johannsen, will be conferred for the fifth 
time. The prize is intended to help students complete their Master’s thesis on the subject of the 
bioeconomy. It will be awarded for the presentation of an innovative concept for a research project 
in the field of the bioeconomy and is to be used to support its implementation. Applications must 
include written consent from their thesis supervisor for submission of the concept.   
 
The prize is endowed with € 2,000 and can be divided between more than one award winner. 
 
Master students from all Hohenheim faculties and degree courses who are currently in the phase of 
planning their Master’s thesis can apply for the award. They must provide a convincing 
demonstration of how their planned Master’s thesis will contribute to the bioeconomy.  

To apply, please submit the following documents by email to the rectors office, Mrs Barbara Braun, 
by email: barbara.braun@verwaltung.uni-hoihenheim.de by 28th of April 2023. 
 

• A concept, no longer than four pages, of the planned research within the framework of a 
Master’s thesis, structured into the sections 1) Introduction and problem statement,  
2) Objective, 3) Description of the planned approach and work plan, 4) Thematic relevance 
to the bioeconomy. 

• Written consent from the first supervisor for the proposed Master’s thesis topic and for 
submission of the concept. 

• CV / resume of the student applying. 
 
After the submission deadline, the award committee, consisting of the sponsor and a professor from 
each of the three faculties, will decide on the awarding of the prize.  
The award ceremony will be held on 7th of July 2023 as part of the dies academicus celebrations. 
 
By applying for the award, applicants give their consent that, in the event that they are awarded the 
prize, the University of Hohenheim may use their name, the title of their thesis and possibly a photo 
of the award ceremony for public relations purposes.  
 
For any questions, please contact the CBO, Mrs Professorin Iris Lewandowski, 
iris_lewandowski@uni-hohenheim.de 
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